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0DNLQJSXEOLFWUDQVSRUWDVȤH[LEOHDVSULYDWHIRFXVHVDWWHQWLRQRQLPSURYLQJ
the last mile between multimodal hubs and the home/work destination.
8LI GSRGITX SJ³XLI PEWX QMPI´ GEQI MRXS GSQQSR
language when telecommunications and cable
television companies sought to deliver faster and
better services to their customers. Although they
GER KIX HEXE XS LYFW ERH I\GLERKIW UYMGOP] ERH
cheaply, the challenge becomes far more complicated
[LIRMXGSQIWXSVIEGLMRKXLI½REPHIWXMREXMSRWERH
wires and cables have to fan out to multiple homes
ERH SJ½GIW 2SX SRP] MW GSRRIGXMRK XLI PEWX QMPI
QSVII\TIRWMZIXLERSXLIVTEVXWSJERIX[SVOFYX
it is also often in the last mile where loss of service
quality occurs: reliability diminishes the farther you
are away from the local exchange.

This issue was seen to be just as
WMKRM½GERXMR(IPLMERH7LERKLEMEWMX
was in Brussels and Los Angeles.

The same challenge occurs in the logistics sector
as organisations increasingly offer their customers
HMVIGXHIPMZIVMIWXSLSQISVSJ½GI1ER]½VQWLEZI
therefore been trying to optimise an increasingly
GSQTPI\ W]WXIQ ERH WQSSXL XLI WYTTP] GLEMR -R
addition, in many developing countries, the last mile
has become a major problem for the distribution
of healthcare services and medicines, especially
ones such as vaccines that often require chilled
IRZMVSRQIRXW 97%-( EQSRK SXLIV SVKERMWEXMSRW
has responded by investing in the development of
new tools and approaches to modify their supply
GLEMRWMR%JVMGEERHMQTVSZIXLI½REPPIKSJHIPMZIV]
from urban depot to village health centre.

mile is an equal if not greater challenge for people
QSZIQIRX &VMHKMRK XLI PEWX QMPI SV ½VWX QMPI  EX
the start and end of the daily commute from home
XS [SVO ERH FEGO [EW WIIR EW SRI [E] MR [LMGL
we can improve personal mobility and encourage
TISTPIXSQEOIFIXXIVYWISJTYFPMGXVERWTSVX ERH
LIRGIVIP]PIWWSRXLIGEV-RXIVIWXMRKP]XLMWMWWYI[EW
WIIRXSFINYWXEWWMKRM½GERXMR(IPLMERH7LERKLEM
EWMX[EWMR&VYWWIPWERH0SW%RKIPIW%PXLSYKLXLIVI
are notable differences in the journey lengths and
modes of transport, the principle is exactly the same:
LS[HS[IFIXXIVGSRRIGXXLILSQISV[SVOTPEGI
XS ER IJ½GMIRX XVERWTSVX LYF#8LI GSRGIVR LIVI MW
XLEX GSQQYXIVW WIIQ HMWMRGPMRIH XS QEOI FIXXIV
YWISJXLITYFPMGXVERWTSVXW]WXIQWWSMJXLIKETMWR´X
FVMHKIHXLI][MPP½RHEHHMXMSREPVIEWSRWJSVWXMGOMRK
XSXLIMVGEVW-RQER]GSYRXVMIWEGSVITVSFPIQ[MXL
XLI½VWXPEWXQMPIMWWYIMWXLEXMXMRHYGIWTISTPIXSYWI
their vehicles for the whole journey and therefore
bypass public transport completely. Many in our
[SVOWLSTWEKVIIH³'EVWEVIYWIHSRP]FIGEYWISJE
PEGOSJFIXXIVEPXIVREXMZIW´

While these are all clearly major concerns, an issue
VEMWIHMRWIZIVEPSJXLI[SVOWLSTW[EWXLEXXLIPEWX

(IEPMRK [MXL XLI PSKMWXMGW WIGXSV XS FIKMR [MXL
[LIVI EGGSVHMRK XS XLI 'SYRGMP SJ 7YTTP] 'LEMR

`8LIJYXYVISJPSGEPMX]

Cars are used only because of a lack of
better alternatives.
1EREKIQIRX 4VSJIWWMSREPW   SJ XVERWTSVXEXMSR
costs are on average incurred in the last mile, there
are lessons both good and bad to be learned.
Firstly, the argument that home delivery is both
QSVIGSRZIRMIRXERHQSVIIJ½GMIRXLEWFIIRKEMRMRK
KVSYRHSZIVVIGIRX]IEVW)WTIGMEPP][MXLXLIVMWIMR
internet shopping, the opportunities for individuals
and businesses have been clear: customers can get
exactly what they want, delivered directly to their
HSSVW ERH WS HS RSX RIIH XS QEOI E NSYVRI] XS
EWLSTSVWYTTPMIVXLIQWIPZIW%WEVIWYPX IJ½GMIRX
HMWXVMFYXMSR ½VQW GER FYMPH E LIEPXL] FYWMRIWW
JYP½PPMRK XLMW RIIH -R EHHMXMSR XLI IRZMVSRQIRXEP
advantages have been highlighted to support the
GEYWI VIWIEVGL MR XLI 9/ JSV I\EQTPI LEW WLS[R
that a typical van-based home delivery service
TVSHYGIW SRP]   SJ XLI '3 emissions resulting
JVSQ MRHMZMHYEPW´ EZIVEKI XVMTW XS XLI WLSTW F] GEV
And the carbon footprint for a shopper going by
bus is seven times greater than the home delivery
option. On the downside, however, such has been
the success of the home delivery model in many
countries that it has attracted too many competitors
and there is now increasing congestion as multiple
deliveries are made to the same addresses each day.
8SGSYRXIVWYGLTVSFPIQW SVKERMWEXMSRWPMOI72'*
are planning integrated freight deliveries that bring
XSKIXLIVQYPXMTPIWYTTPMIVW´GSRWMKRQIRXWMRXSWMRKPI
shipments per destination. Accompanied by more
MRXIPPMKIRXTEGOEKIXVEGOMRKXIGLRSPSKMIW GSQTERMIW
WYGL EW 947 ERH *IH)\ WMQMPEVP] PSSO XS JYVXLIV
optimise and consolidate the last mile.

For people movement, the future is less technology
FEWIH FYX WLEVIW WSQI GSVI XLMROMRK [MXL XLI
PSKMWXMGWTIVWTIGXMZI QSWXWMKRM½GERXP] XLIGLEPPIRKI
is to provide seamless access and interaction with
different transport systems at local hubs. For many
would-be users of public transport, a fundamental
issue is how they get to their nearest access point.
While cycling is a common option worldwide, in many
countries no provision is made either for allowing
bicycles onto buses or trains, or for secure storage
at the local hub, never mind providing cycles to rent
EXXLISXLIVIRH-RZIWXQIRXWEVIFIMRKQEHIEGVSWW
many urban areas, from Paris and Amsterdam to
0SRHSRERH7ER*VERGMWGSXSEHHVIWWXLMWMQFEPERGI
)PWI[LIVIKSMRKSRJSSXMWERSTXMSRFYXRSXJSVEPP
³'MXMIWMR-RHMELEZIEZIV]TSSV±[EPOEFMPMX]MRHI\²
;EPOMRK MW QEHI MQTSWWMFPI RSX NYWX FIGEYWI SJ
harsh weather conditions (extreme heat, rain and
GSPH  FYX EPWS FIGEYWI SJ XLI EFWSPYXIP] EXVSGMSYW
WXEXI SJ JSSXTEXLW MR QER] -RHMER GMXMIW´ -R SXLIV
areas, the problem can be addressed by providing
KSSHGEVTEVOMRKWTEGIWEXLYFWWYGLEWFYWHITSXW
and railway stations.
-REFMHXSSJJIVTVEGXMGEPWSPYXMSRWXLEX[MPPIRGSYVEKI
greater use of public systems, some countries are
FYMPHMRKMRXIKVEXIHXVERWTSVXLYFWJSPPS[MRK8SO]SERH
1YRMGLEWVSPIQSHIPW XSEPPS[IJ½GMIRXQYPXMQSHEP
TYFPMG XVERWTSVX MR &SKSXj ERH 7LERKLEM -R WSQI
places these are being funded by governments
but in others large employers are paying for the
MRJVEWXVYGXYVIMRZIWXQIRX+MZIRXLIEHZERXEKIWXSFI
gained in terms of reducing overall commuting time

Cities in India have a very poor
“walkability index”.

&VMHKMRKXLIPEWXQMPI`

and providing less stressful travel, companies in several
developing economies are placing an emphasis on this.
Accompanied by more integrated communication and
XMGOIXMRKW]WXIQW[LMGLEPPS[IEW]W[MXGLMRKJVSQSRI
mode of transport to another, many urban planners
see that by the end of the decade people could be
QSZMRKXSERHJVSQ SRERHSJJIJ½GMIRXERH¾I\MFPI
transport systems as smoothly as parcels through a
PSKMWXMGWRIX[SVO

By the end of the decade people could
be moving to and from, on and off
IJ½GMIRXERH¾I\MFPIXVERWTSVXW]WXIQW
as smoothly as parcels through a
logistics network.

7YGLMWXLIZEVMIX]SJGMX]WGETIWEVSYRHXLI[SVPH
XLEXXLIVIGERFIRSMHIEPFPYITVMRX[LMGL[MPP[SVO
IZIV][LIVI FYX XLI GSQQSR EQFMXMSR SJ QEOMRK

TYFPMG XVERWTSVX EW ¾I\MFPI EW MRHMZMHYEP XVERWTSVX
MWKIRIVEXMRKQSQIRXYQ KPSFEPP] &VMHKMRKXLEXPEWX
QMPIMWOI]XSXLMW
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